Missouri State University
Fall 2013 Graduation Candidates
(Sorted Alphabetically)

George Aboagye-Asare, MS
Shannon L Adam, BS
Christopher M Adams, BS
Leah K Adams, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Michael J Adams, BS
Bray G Addison, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Chris E Addison, BS, Cum Laude
HyoEun Ahn, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jessica S Ahrens, BSED
Hesham Saleh Alawad, MBA
Hesham Saleh Alawad, MS
Frank R Albenesius, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Megan E Albertson, BS, Cum Laude
Kamron Glenn Alford, BA
Brandon Stuart Allain, MS
Amy N Allen, MSED
Trey R Allen, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Mohammad Mlaihan Almulaihan, BS
Jubran Obaid J Alqahtani, MBA
Simone Jessica Jade Alvarez, BS
Boston C Alverson, BS
Nicole J Anderson, BS
Sean Thomas Anderson, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Erin H Andres, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Bethany M Andrews, BS
Briana Marie Anton, BS
Aaron K Arber, BS
Guillermo Arciniegas, BS
Gabriel J Ariciu, BS
Kory M Armstrong, MS
Cheyenne A Arthur, BS
Dakota S Arthur, BS
Blake A Ash, BAS
Breanna R Asher, MS
Duane W Atteberry, BS
Ryan S Aubuchon, BS
Jennifer Deann Auten, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Cindy L Awad, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Katie E Bacon, BS
Khongorzul Badrakh, MBA
Adria M Baebler, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Brandy Boydette Bailey, BSED, Cum Laude
Stephanie R Baker, BS, Cum Laude
Jennifer L Ballard, BSN
Katherine Ballard, MS
Benjamin T Ballhorn, BS
Sara E Bamman, BSED, Cum Laude
Sean P Barber, BS
Lindsey Renee Barbour, BS
Brianna M Barksdale, MHA
Charli E Barnes, BFA, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jefferson P Barr, MBA
Ashley M Bartholomaus, MACC
Elizabeth Anne Bartlett, BA
Kelsey E Barton, BA
Matthew R Basler, BS
Janna D Battey, BS
Jacob Eugene Bauer, BS
Katherine Elizabeth Bauer, BS, Cum Laude
Kelsey Baygents, BS
Jeff Leamon Beaird, MS
Riley W Bean, BS
Emily D Beaver, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ethan J Beaver, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brian A Beazley, BS
Christopher Beerman, BS
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Steven A Beermann, BSED
Zachary Begner, BS
Diana A Bell, BS
Kayla M Bell, MACC
Kyle A Bellm, BS
Matthew T Benedict, MS
Amelia C Bennett, BSED
Ryan J Bennett, MA
Kay D Benson, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kyla Benson, MS
Jeremy L Berbereia, MS
Elizabeth Berendzen, BS
Anna K Bergamini, BSED
Danielle R Bergfeld, BS
Colin Michael Bero, BS
Victorio Paul Berra, BS
Hanna R Bertram, BS
Austin M Beshears, MBA
Mayuri Bhattacharyya, MS
Alison M Bickers, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Jonathan A Bierey, BS
Amber Elizabeth Bigbee, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Irene Birr, BSED, Cum Laude
Bryce M Bishop, BS
David Shaw Black, BS
Pati Sue Blain, BS
Ryan C Bodine, BS
Megan A Bolda, BS
Drew B Bolinger, BME
Austin Thomas Boon, MS
Lauren M Bording, BS
Elizabeth Boring, BS
Sunitha L Bosecker, BS
Tyler Bowenschulte, MHA
Karman J Bowers, BA, Magna Cum Laude
James E Box, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Leeann Rachelle Box, MSED
Angela E Boyer, BSN
Erin D Boyet, BSED
Charity J Brady, MSED
Katherine C Brady, BS
Zachary T Brady, BSED
Evelyn W Bragg, BSN
Damon A Braidlow, BS
Logan Ryan Brake, BS
Jennifer M Branham, EDS
Joshua C Brantley, BA
Kaela E Brasher, BA
Emily F Brcic, BS
Melissa Kay Brewen, BSED, Cum Laude
Whitney Dale Bridgeforth, BSED
Jeremy William Briggs, MS
Chelsea Brittain, MHA
Landon N Brixey, BS
Cassondra A Brockman, BSED, Cum Laude
Samuel L Bromley, BS, Cum Laude
Amanda Marcella Broombaugh, BS
Sarah K Broughton, BSED
Wendi M Brower, MAT
Ashley P Brown, BA
John H Brown, MHA
Morgan A Brown, BS
Stephanie L Brown, BS
Allyson M Browning, MSED
Monica Davis Bryan, MS
Mary K Bryant, BS
Julia C Buchholz, BS
Lisa A Buck, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Michael W Buehler, BAS
Melissa M Bueker, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Emily J Buerge, BSED, Cum Laude
Megan M Bukowski, BS
John R Bumberry, MHA
Brandon B Burk, BS, Cum Laude
Stephen L Burk, BS
Ryan Burkhart, MS
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Brian Dale Burlingame, BSED, Cum Laude
Kaitlyn E Burnstein, BS
Danielle E Bush, BS
Dena M Bybee, MSED
Riley M Byrne, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Chang Cai, MBA
Yawei Cai, MBA
Carrie A Caldwell, BS
Heather Caldwell, MA
Cindy Calender, MPH
Jordan L Campbell, BS, Cum Laude
Rachel Brooke Cantwell, BSED
Sean M Capps, BS
Sylvia K Carpenter, BS
Kychandra J Carr, BS
Melanie S Carrier, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Andrew David Carroll, MBA
Kristen N Carroll, MA
Stephanie L Carson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Arielle L Carter, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Chelsea N Carter, BS
Madeline B Carter, BFA
Shelley Lynn Carter, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Hope E Cashio, BSED
Ethan P Castle, BS, Cum Laude
Robert Mark Cavagnol, MHA
Theresa M Ceruzzi, BS
Vanthanaabinaya Chakravarthy Parthasarathy, MS
Vanthanaabinaya Chakravarthy Parthasarathy, MBA
Dianna Chamberlain, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Mathew D Chandler, BS
Yanning Chang, MBA
John D Chastain, MHA
Si Chen, MBA
Tengfei Chen, MBA
Wei Chen, MACC
Yihui Chen, BS
Zhaoyu Chen, MBA
Zhuo Chen, BS
Beiyang Chi, MBA
Gerard J Choinka, BS
Naveen Kumar Chowdoju, MNAS
Luke Christisen, BA
Luyan Chu, MACC
Anthony P Civiello, BS
Ariel Elizabeth Clabaugh, BS
Ashley M Clair, BS
Erin N Clark, MBA
Jarred James Clark, BS
Myranda K Clark, BS
Tyler C Clark, MBA
Wade V Clark, BS
Joshua L Claussen, MS
Bradley M Clawges, BS
Roxanne Marie Clemens, BS
Kristen P Clements, BS
John C Cline, BS
Amber LeAnn Clinton, BSED, Cum Laude
Graciela Coady, BSED
Ryan P Cochran, BS
Angela P Cockrum, BS
Michael L Coffin, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Lance R Coffman, BS
Brian D Coleman, MS
Ashley Jean Collins, BS
Jennifer B Collins, BSED, Cum Laude
Paige E Collins, BSED
Matthew P Colson, BS
Brandon M Compton, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Patrick R Conner, BSN
Samantha Jo Cook, BSED, Cum Laude
Rosanna C Corbett, BME, Cum Laude
Austin S Corder, BS
Margaret E Cordova, BSED
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Jill N Edelhuber, BS
Angela K Edmonds, BA
Cody M Eidson, BS, Cum Laude
Darin Ellingsworth, MS
Melinda Ellingsworth, BS
Brent A Elliott, BS
Hollie Elliott, MS
Jonathan B Ellis, BS
Matthew A Ellis, BS
Megan L Ellis, BS
Allyssa L Elmore, BS
Chelsey M Elsenraat, BS
Sarah Emanuel, BSED
Kelly E Engleman, BS
Jacob D Enright, BS
Rebecca A Erst, BS
Christopher Raul Escobar, BFA
Tony E Etter, BS
Jill A Evans, MSED
Scott M Evans, BS
Whitney Lane Everett, MACC
Leslee P Ewers, BS
Alisa M Ezell, MSED
Austin C Fairbairn, BS
Natalie M Falcone, BSED
Mallory Dawn Fanara, BME, Magna Cum Laude
Joe A Farias, BS
Chelsey Lee Farrell, MS
Lindsay Megan Fassero, BS, Cum Laude
Cassie M Fatino, MBA
Madison L Faulkner, BA
Teng Fei, MBA
Abby J Felich, BS
Xianxi Feng, MBA
Ted L Fenton, MA
Christopher Ferguson, BS
Lindsay M Fiedler, MHA
Nathan M Finder, BS
Michelle E Fischer, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Lauren R Fisher, BS
Erin Michelle Flecke, BS
Jill Fletcher, BS
Jill R Flynn, BS
John Christopher Fodge, BSED
Madalyn E Foley, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Jordan T Foltz, BS
Robyn D Fondren, MS
Allison I Foote, BSED
Renee M Foote, BSED, Cum Laude
Shaka W Ford, BA
Chelsea R Foreman, BS
Kyle J Foshe, BS
Hailey S Foust, MBA
Mattie Lynn Fraley, BSED
Morgan L Franke, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Amanda L Franklyn, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Jasmyn E Franks, BS
Casandra D Frazier, BS
Shelley L Frazier, MS
Joshua J Freel, BA
Matthew R Frehner, DPT
Kylie A Frieze, BSN
Brock G Frizzell, BS
Corrine R Fugitt, BSN
Robert C Fulp, BS
Evan E Fusco, MHA
Douglas Christopher Gaehle, MS
Jared L Gain, BS
Molly Ann Galen, BS
Tselmeg Gankhuyag, BS
Michele Gann, MHA
Steven C Gann, MACC
James R Garland, BS
Sylvia D Garnett, BS, in the Honors College
Stephanie L Garrett, BSED
Amanda Gary, MA
David A Gaunt, MS
Nathan Wayne Gautier, BS
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Xiongfei Lin, MBA  
Samantha B Little, BSED, Cum Laude  
Chen Liu, MBA  
Guangcheng Liu, MBA  
Hao Liu, MBA  
Jiaqi Liu, MBA  
Shuang Liu, MBA  
Xiaochen Liu, MBA  
Xiaohan Liu, MBA  
Xueshi Liu, MBA  
Yilin Liu, BS  
Yuan Liu, MBA  
Jessi Lockwood, MSED  
Karrie L Long, MSED  
Mitchell D Long, MACC  
Trevor D Lorance, BS  
Abbie D Lovato, BS  
Travis J Lowrey, BS  
Krystal N Lowry, BS  
Ji Lu, BS  
Jian Lu, MBA  
Jinyi Lu, MBA  
Adam Wiley Luce, BS  
Rachel M Lucht, BS  
India R Luetkemeyer, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Wei Luo, BS  
Zhenghan Luo, MACC  
Andrew T Lurk, BS  
Robert E Lyons, BS  
Jia Ma, MBA  
Meizi Ma, BS  
Yuchao Ma, MBA  
Yue Ma, MBA  
Yue Ma, MBA  
Stephanie Macdonald, BS  
Kendra Charlene MacKendrick, BFA  
Marie Dawn MacLeod, BSED  
Keenen L Maddox, BS  
Sarah M Maggard, BS  
Richard B Magruder, MS  
Teena L Mahoney, MAT  
Emily R Maier, BSED  
John Manhart, BFA  
Megan R Manley, MS  
Tabatha S Mann, BS  
Blake S Maples, BS  
Bryan M Marciniak, BS  
Matthew C Mark, BS  
Angela E Marre, BS  
Jeffrey Paul Marshall, MS  
Michelle Martignoni, BSED, Cum Laude  
Ashley P Martin, BS  
Sonni M Martinson, BSED  
Kami S Mason, MACC  
Nick Dylan Mason, BA  
Amy Massa, BSED, Magna Cum Laude  
Blake Blackwell Mathis, BS  
Nathan Lee Matney, MPH  
Brian J Mattson, BS  
Kelsey L Maurer, BS  
Clinton J Maxey, BS  
Molly G Maxson, BA  
Erin R Mayle, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Shannon Michelle McAdam, MS  
Jessie Jalane Lynn McAfee, BS, Cum Laude  
Cale McAninch, MSED  
Amber M McBride, BA, Cum Laude  
Brenda McBryde, BS  
Brian Edward McCann, BSED  
Michael C McClure, BSED  
Gabrielle M McCollum, BS, Cum Laude  
Cara Nicole McConnell, BS  
Erica L McCormick, BS, in the Honors College  
Zachary R McCormick, BS, Summa Cum Laude  
Colleen M McCotter, BS  
Mallory McCullough, BS  
Joshua D McCutcheon, BS
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Jeanne D McDonald, MSED
Robert L McElmurry, MA
Lori S McFerron, MSED
Jaime Lauren McGee, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Logan C McGhee, BS
Katherine A McGinnis, BS
Raymond McIntyre, BS
Amanda N McKay, MBA
Joseph B McKnight, MHA
Tayler Rae Mclane, BS
Brittany M McNeil, BS
Michael Robert McNichols, BS
Taylor R McQueary, BS
Cayleigh E Medina, BA, Cum Laude
Elizabeth C Mee, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Karen Lynnette Meeks, BSED
Haochen Men, MBA
Dasi Meng, MBA
Eric A Mercado, BS
Julie Merriman, BSED, Cum Laude
Eric M Metcalf, BSED
Ashley N Meyer, BS
Edward J Meyer, BS
Jack M Meyer, BS
Rachel Lynn Meyer, BS
Jesse Wayne Milburn, BS, Cum Laude
Pete J Miles, MHA
Adam Grant Miller, BS
Caroline E Miller, BFA
Breanna P Miller-Smith, BSED, Cum Laude
Jody L Mills, BS
Chelsea M Mitchell, BS
Meika Mitts, BS
Zijun Mo, MACC
Noelle Paige Mollhagen, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Moris R Montejo, MSED
Anthony Michael Montileone, BS
Kristin M Moody, MA
Danielle O Moomey, BS
Seth Edwin Moon, BS
Kristen M Moore, BS
Nicholas J Moore, BS
Micah Jo Moorehouse, BSED, Cum Laude
Jeffery Matthew Morrell, BS
Rachel A Morris, BSED, Cum Laude
Loren N Morse, BS
Elizabeth B Moses, BS
Amber N Mosley, BSED
Wen Mu, MBA
David Robert Mudd, BS
Meredith R Muenks, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Clayton Michael Murphy, BSED
Stephanie M Muschall, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Amanda R Muse, MS
Julia D Myers, BS
Svitlana N Myronova, MACC
Haeree Na, BS
Christopher Jay Neil, MS
Benjamin Gary Nelson, BSED
Laurie Ann Nelson, MS
Michael A Nelson, MBA
Sean L Nevills, MS
Martin H Nguyen, BS, Cum Laude
Ni Ni, MBA
Sarah E Nickles, BS
Julianna L Norgren, BS
Amber R Norman, BS, Cum Laude
Randi S Norman, MS
Alexander P Northup, BS
Nicole D Nussbaum, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Marlee M Nutt, BS
Leah M Obenhaus, BSED
Emily A Oberreither, BS
Gianna A Ocello, BS
Jeong Hwan Oh, BS
Nicole K Olenski, BS
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Andrew M Sorci, BS
Roberto Alejandro Sorto Funes, MBA
Samantha R Sovar, BSED
Trevor Spangenberg, BS
Whitney J Sparkman, BS
Daniel V Spears, BS
Timothy J Speer, BS
Hilary N Speis, BS
Ryan D Spilken, BS
Derek Wesley Spires, BS
Justin A Spreadborough, BS
Christopher L Spurling, BS
Larissa M Stapleton, BS
Brady A Stark, MS
Philip L Starostka, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ali Stauffer, BSED
Kaylee M Steffen, BSED, Cum Laude
Johnnie L Stephen, BS
Evan A Stern, BSED
Kiva R Stevens, BS
Julie Marie Stewart, BSED
Matthew Ryan Stewart, BA, Magna Cum Laude
Connor J Stieferman, BS
Alyson M Stock, BSED
Jacob Elijah Stockglausner, BS, Cum Laude
Edward F Stockmann, BME, Magna Cum Laude
Derek S Stockton, BS
Tanner J Stocum, BS, Cum Laude
Thaddeus J Stoklasa, MA
Brett S Strawhun, BS
Stacy R Street, BS
Jonathan E Stubblefield, MS
Boting Su, BS
Takatoshi Sugitani, BA
Huiyan Sun, BS
Mingwei Sun, MBA
Shimei Sun, MACC
Yijing Sun, MBA
Elle A Swift, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Scott Matthew Swift, MS
Damon P Tauai, BS
Quaid C Taylor, BS
Richard James Taylor, BS
Ryan J Taylor, BS
Winter D Taylor, MS
Amber Temple, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Ryan C Templeton, BS
Nancy Thao, BS, Cum Laude
Miranda D Tharp, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Ross Thayer, BS
Holly J Thomas, BS
Jennifer L Thomas, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew James Thomas, BS
Eric D Thompson, BS
Forrest P Thompson, BS
Paige E Thompson, MSED
Tallie N Thompson, BS
Craig M Thornton, BS
Kara B Tinklepaugh, MS
Michael R Tochtrop, BS
Rachel C Todd, BFA, Cum Laude
Lu Tong, MBA
Brooke G Townley, MBA
Paul A Townlian, BSED
Erin Marie Tracy, MSED
Yanchi N Tram, BS
Casey J Trevarthen, BS
Danielle B Trillet, BS
Max R Triulzi, BS
Nicole M Troutman, MACC
Chelsea B Trumble, BSED
Phuong M Tseng, BS
Holly E Tucker, MS
Ivan R Tucker, BS
Katelyn M Tung, BSED
Kelsey M Tunze, BSED
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